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a b s t r a c t

Image steganography is a growing research field, where sensitive contents are embedded in images,
keeping their visual quality intact. Researchers have used correlated color space such as RGB, where
modification to one channel affects the overall quality of stego-images, hence decreasing its suitability
for steganographic algorithms. Therefore, in this paper, we propose an adaptive LSB substitution method
using uncorrelated color space, increasing the property of imperceptibility while minimizing the chances
of detection by the human vision system. In the proposed scheme, the input image is passed through
an image scrambler, resulting in an encrypted image, preserving the privacy of image contents, and
then converted to HSV color space for further processing. The secret contents are encrypted using an
iterative magic matrix encryption algorithm (IMMEA) for better security, producing the cipher contents.
An adaptive LSB substitution method is then used to embed the encrypted data inside the V-plane of
HSV color model based on secret key-directed block magic LSB mechanism. The idea of utilizing HSV
color space for data hiding is inspired from its properties including de-correlation, cost-effectiveness in
processing, better stego image quality, and suitability for steganography as verified by our experiments,
compared to other color spaces such as RGB, YCbCr, HSI, and Lab. The quantitative and qualitative
experimental results of the proposed framework and its application for addressing the security and
privacy of visual contents in online social networks (OSNs), confirm its effectiveness in contrast to state-
of-the-art methods.
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1. Introduction

Image steganography is a special branch of information
security, where sensitive contents are embedded in images
for hiding its existence without being detected by human
visual system (HVS) [1,2]. Recent years have shown extensive
research interests in image steganography as it offers the
promise of overcoming some of the inherent limitations of
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cryptographic methods such as huge computational complexity
and scrambled form of cipher, attracting the attention of attackers,
resulting in modification or decryption of secret data [3]. Image
steganography can also be utilized for a large number of
useful applications such as secure communication between two
communicating parties [4], secure mobile computing [5], securing
online voting systems, captioning and contents protection [6,7],
secure surveillance systems, personalized secure image retrieval,
and privacy-protection of medical records. Watermarking is
another closely related technology to image steganography,
focusing on copyright protection of sensitive contents [8].

Image steganographic methods are divided into two broad
categories: spatial domain and frequency domain. Spatial domain
techniques [9–13] are concerned with the direct modification
of image pixels, employing higher payload and imperceptibility,
but lack resiliency against statistical attacks [14,15]. On the
other hand, frequency domain methods [16–19] utilize the
transformed co-efficients for data embedding, resulting from
various transforms including DWT, DFT, and DCT. These methods
have better resiliency against image processing attacks, but are
computationally complex with limited payload [15], making them
unsuitable for various real-time applications [20,21]. Therefore,
keeping in view the proposed work, we discuss here only those
image steganographic techniques that are related to the spatial
domain.

Most spatial domain techniques are based on correlated color
space (RGB), ranging from the simple LSB substitutionmethod [22]
to advanced edges and saliency based methods [23–26]. In the
LSB approach, the LSB of each pixel is replaced with secret bits
following a scanning path directed by a secret key, resulting in a
payload of 1 bits per pixel (bpp). The payload can be increased by
replacing the second and third LSB planes of the input image, but
this produces noticeable distortion [27]. In an attempt to reduce
the distortion, Wang et al. [28] utilized a genetic algorithm with
LSB substitution but with extra computational complexity, which
limits its effectiveness. Change et al. [29] attempted to reduce the
time complexity presenting a fast LSB approach combined with
dynamic programming. Lin et al. [30] explored modulus functions
combined with the LSB method, producing better visual quality.
Lou et al. [31] focused on resiliency against cover carrier attacks
by hiding a variable amount of sensitive contents. This technique
is simple with easy detection. Lin et al. [32] addressed image
authentication using a steganographic method in contents sharing
scenarios. In an attempt to improve visual quality, Chang et al.
[33] nominated a pixel adjustment strategy for data embedding,
which was further improved by Wu et al. [34] using pixel value
differencing. The authors in [35] presented the LSB matching
(LSBM) method that reduces the asymmetric effects by randomly
adding ±1 to each pixel of the input image, but this addition
depends on the secret bits and pixels of the cover image.
Mielikainen [13] proposed an LSBM revisited (LSBMR) approach,
which interprets the image pixels independently by concealing
two bits in a two-pixels pair, further minimizing the asymmetric
artifacts of the various LSB based approaches.

The aforementioned methods do not consider the pixel
relationship during the process of data hiding, thereby equally
affect all the smooth and edgy areas of the given image, resulting in
limited payload and low visual quality. Tsai et al. [36] explored this
concept of pixel relationship by hiding more data in the pixels lies
in the edgy area while limiting the number of bits in the smooth
area’s pixels, increasing the capacity as well as visual quality.
Taking motivation from this idea, different researchers proposed
numerous improved versions of Tsai’s approach. Chen et al. [26]
boosted up the payload of Tsai’s method by employing hybrid edge
detection filters, which were integrated with the LSBMR method
by Luo et al. [35], producing higher capacity and imperceptibility.

Ioannidou et al. [25] extended this approach to RGB images,
achieving 3 times greater capacity than previous methods. Kanan
et al. [24] focused on edges based tunability keeping a balance
between payload and image quality, making it more suitable for
several applications.

The methods discussed so far utilize correlated color space
for message embedding, where minor intentional changes in any
of the channel affect other channels, resulting in lower quality.
Furthermore, the current traditional methods hide sensitive
contents without encryption, increasing the chances of data
extraction by adversaries on successful attacks of data hiding
algorithm, hence decreasing its security. In this article, we propose
a novel framework to address these two problems. The main
contributions of this work are summarized as follows:
1. A secure framework for an imperceptible steganographic

algorithmutilizingUCSwith reasonable balance between image
quality and security, increasing its suitability for real-time
security applications such as confidential networks and security
of visual contents in online social networks. To the best of our
knowledge, we have suggested the proposed application for the
first time to handle the security issues of visual contents inOSNs
using image steganography.

2. The cover image is scrambled using a light-weighted image
scrambler before data embedding, persevering the privacy of
image contents, which is one of the demanded requirements of
OSN applications.

3. The sensitive contents are encrypted using an encryption
algorithm based on the concept of iterative magic matrix,
providing an encodedmessage. This introduces an extra barrier
for adversaries during data extraction.

4. The encrypted sensitive contents are embedded using an
adaptive LSB substitution method based on secret key-directed
block-by-block mechanism, resulting in better visual quality as
well as making the process of data extraction very challenging
for attackers.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents
the detail of the proposed framework along with its major sub-
sections. Section 3 illustrates experimental results and discussion.
The potential application of the proposed framework in OSNs with
incorporation of image steganography technology is highlighted in
Section 4, followed by conclusion and future research directions in
Section 5.

2. Proposed framework

In this section, the proposed framework is described in detail
augmented by its pictorial representation facilitating readers to
easily understand its conceptual novelty. The proposed framework
consists of three main components including an image scrambler,
an iterative magic matrix based encryption algorithm (IMMEA),
and an adaptive LSB substitutionmethod for embedding encrypted
data. These major components and intermediate steps of the
proposed framework are illustrated in Fig. 1.

To understand the proposedwork, we present a comprehensive
explanation of the major steps of the proposed method using
terminologies and symbols given in Table 1. Suppose IRGB is the
input cover image and we want to embed the sensitive contents
SSC inside it using the proposed method. First, IRGB is passed
through a proposed image scrambler ImgScrm, as in Eq. (1),
producing an encrypted image. The motivational reason behind
image scrambling is to protect the privacy of the image contents,
which is mostly desirable in social networking applications. Then
ISRM is transformed from RGB color space to uncorrelated color
space HSV, as in Eq. (2).

ISRM = ImgScrm (IRGB, K SK , Ψ ) (1)
IUCS = RGB2HSV ( ISRM ). (2)
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Fig. 1. Overview of the proposed framework.

Table 1
Description of symbols and parameters used in our work.

Symbol/Parameter Brief illustration

Input Image IRGB Cover image, where sensitive contents are embedded
ISRM Scrambled encrypted image, preserving the privacy of image contents
ImgScrm Function for encrypting the input image prior to data hiding
KSK Image scrambling key, making its decryption infeasible without it.
Ψ Number of iterations for encryption, controlling the encryption level
IUCS Image in un-correlated color space
HUCS Hue component of IUCS
SUCS Saturation component of IUCS
VUCS Intensity component (value) of IUCS
SSC Sensitive contents, i.e., payload
IMMEA Iterative magic matrix based encryption algorithm
KEK Encryption key used in IMMEA
Φ Number of iterations, controlling the encryption level of SSC
SESC Resultant cipher after encryption by IMMEA
ℓ Magic matrix size, controlling security level, payload, and block size
KEMK Embedding key for traversal and selection of blocks during data hiding
VSUCS Stego VUCS after embedding process
IESRGB Encrypted stego image in RGB format
ImgDescrm Function decrypting the encrypted stego image to its plain form
Stego Image IFSRGB Final stego image in RGB with hidden encrypted sensitive contents

There are several motivational factors validating the selection of
HSV color space in the proposed framework for data hiding: (1) de-
correlated color modal where changes to one channel do not affect
other channels, (2) cost-effectiveness of UCS compared to RGB,
and (3) better stego image quality after intentional data hiding as
proved by experimental results tabulated in Table 2.

The resultant image from Eq. (2) is then divided into 3 sub-
channels including HUCS, SUCS , and VUCS using Eq. (3) for hiding
data into the intensity channel VUCS . The sensitive contents SSC are
encrypted according to the procedure mentioned in IMMEA, as in
Eq. (4), prior to data hiding process to increase its security against
attackers.

[HUCS, SUCS, VUCS] = ChannelSeparator (IUCS) (3)
SESC = IMME (SSC , KEK , Φ). (4)

The encrypted sensitive contents SESC are then embedded into the
intensity plane VUCS using an adaptive LSB substitution method as
illustrated in Eq. (5). As a result, the stego VSUCS plane is obtained,
which is then combined with the rest of two planes (HUCS and
SUCS), constructing a stego image in uncorrelated color space ISUCS .
Next, the marked image ISUCS is converted back to RGB color space
as depicted in Eq. (7). Finally, the encrypted marked image is
descrambled into its original formusing Eq. (8), generating the final

stego image IS.

VSUCS = AdaptiveLSBEmbedding(SESC , VUCS, ℓ, KEMK ) (5)
ISUCS = StegoMaker (HUCS, SUCS, VSUCS) (6)
IESRGB = HSV2RGB (ISUCS) (7)
IFSRGB = ImgDescrm (ISRGB, KSK , Ψ ). (8)

2.1. Image scrambler

In this sub-section, we discuss the process of image scrambling
utilized in the proposed framework. The main goal of image
scrambling is privacy preservation of the image contents [1],
which ismost desirable in social networking applications requiring
privacy. To clarify the concept of image encryption in the proposed
framework, we present it via mathematical equations. Consider
the input grayscale image I of dimension m × n having pixel
value of bit-depth eight at each locations (x, y), where x =

{x1, x2, x3, . . . , xm} and y = {y1, y2, y3, . . . , yn} as in Eqs. (9)–(11).

I (x, y) = Cx,y,0, Cx,y,1, Cx,y,2, . . . , Cx,y,7 (9)

Cx,y,i =


I(x, y)
2i


mod 2, i = 0, 1, 2, . . . 7 (10)
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I(x, y) =

7
i=0


2i

× Cx,y,i

. (11)

Here, i shows the plane number ranging from 0 to 7, x and y
represent pixel indices of I in the range [1 − m, 1 − n], and C
denotes channel number, i.e., first LSB, second LSB up to MSB. To
encrypt image I , we first generate 8 random matrices from KSK
using Eq. (12) and then use Eqs. (13) and (14) for actual process
of scrambling.

ℜ
(i)

=

ℜ

(i)
x.y


m×n

i = 0, 1, 2, . . . 7 (12)

C ′

x,y,i = Cx,y,i i = 0, 1, 2, . . . .7 (13)

C ′

x,y,i = Cx,y,i ⊕ ℜ
(i)
x,y i = 0, 1, 2, . . . 7. (14)

Here, ℜ denotes random matrices used in image scrambling, ⊕

is XOR operation, and C ′

x,y,i is the scrambled form of Cx,y,i for i =

0, 1, 2, . . . 7. The scrambled image ISRM is obtained by merging all
C ′

x,y,i as given in Eq. (15).

ISRM (x, y) =

7
i=0


2i

× C ′

x,y,i


. (15)

As RGB images are used in the proposed work, therefore, the
process of scrambling is repeated for all the three channels
including red, green, and blue. The intermediate encrypted
channels are combined for getting the final scrambled image.
The levels of encryption can be controlled by the number of
iterations Ψ by generating more random matrices from KSK and
using them for further scrambling. This facilitates users to encrypt
the image contents according to their requirements and type of the
underlying application.

2.2. Iterative magic matrix based encryption algorithm

In this sub-section, we illustrate the process of encrypting the
sensitive contents prior to embedding it into the cover image. The
motivational reason for using IMMEA is to increase the security
of embedded contents. Algorithm 1 illustrates the main steps of
IMMEA:

2.3. Adaptive LSB substitution method

In this section,we describe the actual proposed data embedding
mechanism. The embedding algorithm is mainly based on
color model transformation and the block-wise adaptive LSB

method, exploring the magic matrix. Incorporating the property of
adaptability and block-wise magic LSBmethod improves the stego
image quality and results in better security. The key steps of our
proposed data hiding scheme are given in Algorithm 2.

3. Experimental results and discussion

This section presents a detailed overview of the experiments
conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed framework
over other competing schemes. The overall performance of the
proposed work is compared with six other methods such as classic
LSB, LSBM [35], LSBMR [13], SCC method [37], simple HSI (SHSI)
method [38], and HSI-MLSB [39] method. All the methods were
simulated using MATLAB R2015a using globally accepted image
datasets including COREL [40] and USC-SIPI-ID [41]. Some of the
test images from the datasets and their corresponding marked
versions for our proposed scheme are given in Fig. 2. In the coming
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Fig. 2. Sample standard test images from thementioned datasets and their corresponding stego images. First two columns are input cover images while 3rd and 4th column
represent stego images of our proposed scheme.

sub-sections, the results of various experiments for performance
evaluation are presented.

3.1. Objective evaluation

In objective evaluation, various image quality assessment
metrics (IQAMs) are used to measure the image quality of
the stego-images. These IQAMs include peak-signal-to-noise
ratio (PSNR) [42], normalized-cross-correlation (NCC) [43], and
structural similarity index metric (SSIM) [44,45], whose formulae
are given in Eqs. (16)–(19) as follows:

PSNR = 10 log10


C2
max

MSE


(16)

MSE =
1

MN

M
x=1

N
y=1


ICx,y − ISx,y

2
(17)

NCC =

M
x=1

N
y=1


ICx,y × ISx,y


M
x=1

N
y=1


ISx,y

2 (18)

SSIM

ICx,y, ISx,y


=


2µxµy + C1

 
2σxy + C2


µ2

x + µ2
y + C1

 
σ 2
x + σ 2

y + C2
 . (19)

Here, IS and IC represent the stego and cover image respectively,
x and y are counter variables, M and N are image dimensions, and
the rest of the symbols are statistical parameters.

Table 2 illustrates one of the reasons for selecting HSV color
space in the proposed work for data hiding. In this experiment,
we embed a message of size 8192 bytes inside 50 standard images
using the mentioned color spaces. The color channel enclosed in
small parenthesis is used for data embedding. According to Table 2,
Lab color space achieves the smallest execution time but its visual
quality is very low and hence cannot be used for data hiding. HSI
givesworse results in terms of execution time than other four color
models, but its image quality is acceptable as compared to red and
green channel of RGB, YCbCr, and Lab color space. The proposed
UCS sustains a better trade-off between execution time and image
quality compared to other models, hence validating its suitability
for steganographic algorithms.

Table 3 presents PSNR scores that are computed over 50 images
by hiding a message of 8192 bytes inside each image using the
proposed scheme and other techniques. The last line shows the
average value of PSNR in bold font for 50 images. Our proposed
framework achieves comparatively better results due to utilization
of UCS and adaptive block-wise magic LSB substitution method as
evident from Table 3. The proposed scheme maintains the image
quality, thus it is more suitable for transmission of secret data over
the Internet compared to other competing algorithms.

For further evaluation, we used NCC which is another well-
known IQAM. Fig. 3 illustrates the performance of all mentioned
methods using this metric over 50 images, where LSB, SHSI,
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Table 2
Selection of UCS (HSV) [46]: Performance evaluation of different color models using an evaluation criteria consisting of PSNR and execution time for data hiding. The channel
enclosed in small parenthesis in each color space is utilized for data hiding.

Evaluation Metric RGB
(R)

RGB
(G)

RGB
(B)

HSI
(I)

YCbCr
(Y)

Lab
(L)

HSV
(V)

Average PSNR score over 50 images 52.7957 49.7898 54.3541 53.230 52.1612 27.610 56.3413
Total execution time (s) for 50 images 49.73 49.3292 49.2898 51.541 49.6435 13.761 49.2669
Execution time per image (s) 0.9946 0.9865 0.9857 1.030 0.9928 0.2752 0.9853

Table 3
Quantitative evaluation based on PSNR with correlated and un-correlated color spaces-based steganographic methods.

Serial# Image Name LSB Method LSBM [35] LSBMR [13] SCC [37] method SHSI [38] HSI-MLSB [39] Proposed method

1 Lena 42.5103 42.6173 42.5971 42.6036 42.1875 42.214 56.104
2 Couple 48.4091 43.2019 45.8306 47.9157 51.0492 49.7614 56.4489
3 Army 49.2427 50.3571 50.3192 49.8409 49.149 48.5179 55.2188
4 Lena2 56.7667 53.5104 53.2572 49.073 52.8284 52.5173 56.1829
5 Barbara 46.0426 40.748 43.9976 43.8513 44.5126 44.4109 45.2446
6 Competition 45.2381 42.6036 42.3511 42.4127 43.5592 43.6609 44.5183
7 Hackers 41.9787 40.909 51.0121 41.4136 42.4669 42.3954 42.8749
8 Design1 45.9782 42.6711 43.1503 46.1499 46.4898 46.4094 48.0227
9 Design2 38.1099 33.4232 32.6252 37.7652 42.7385 42.5088 43.2604

10 Scene1 49.5272 52.3261 53.3866 45.1944 47.6945 48.152 49.1024
11 Scene2 50.7739 45.2771 46.6156 46.8765 49.4624 49.3679 50.3792
12 Scene3 41.7376 42.1569 42.1765 41.9445 41.3416 41.3613 49.5546
13 Scene4 25.2958 25.3776 25.3734 25.2925 25.3228 25.317 49.5974
14 Flowers 44.1484 40.1295 42.8967 42.0494 44.5818 44.721 46.3738
15 Waterfall1 42.7883 39.0204 48.9587 40.353 42.3375 42.0763 43.1932
16 Waterfall2 46.8229 41.2205 43.8929 45.7811 45.7153 45.742 46.8528
17 Baboon2 43.3026 43.2116 43.067 42.234 43.0028 43.2208 44.729
18 Baboon3 41.2222 38.0864 38.9495 39.0511 42.2517 42.1089 43.0718
19 Trees1 56.6622 44.83 47.85 33.8345 53.5754 53.2381 56.0393
20 Trees2 40.7337 50.8053 51.2332 38.6249 41.5838 41.5271 43.1448
Avg. of 50 images 49.1984 48.9746 50.1746 45.2191 50.4034 50.3888 52.4555

Fig. 3. NCC based quantitative evaluation.

and HSI-MLSB method achieve almost the same scores. LSBM
technique gives worse results in this experiment. The proposed
scheme dominates the remaining six methods by achieving the
highest NCC score, hence confirming its better performance.

It is infeasible for PSNR and NCC sometimes to capture the
structural information distorted completely by intentional data
concealing. Therefore, a human-perception oriented metric SSIM
is additionally considered for image quality assessment. The SSIM
based statistics for our algorithm and other methods are given in
Fig. 4, clarifying that the proposed method results in a higher SSIM
score compared to other schemes, hence providing better image
quality.

In the aforementioned experiments, the size of sensitive
contents is same, i.e., 8192 bytes. Therefore, here we evaluate the
proposed framework by embedding a variable amount of sensitive
contents, so that the performance can be fully filtered. Fig. 5

illustrates the performance of our scheme along with other six
techniques based on PSNR for twenty selected images. The circle
nearer to the center shows low performance, while the one away
from center represents better performance. Hence, it is clear from
Fig. 5 that the proposed method achieves better performance in
terms of PSNR compared to other schemes.

To further evaluate the performance, we conducted another
experiment by changing the image dimension for each method. A
message of the size of 8192 bytes was hidden in various images
of different dimensions in this experiment. Fig. 6 illustrates the
performance of the proposed approach from another perspective
using PSNR over 50 images. Our proposed scheme achieves a
higher PSNR score in this experiment also. This validates its better
performance against other state-of-the-art methods.
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Fig. 4. Quantitative evaluation based on SSIM.

Fig. 5. Quantitative evaluation using PSNR with variable amount of sensitive contents (a) results for 20 images with sensitive contents size = 6144 bytes (b) PSNR based
results with data size = 8192 bytes for 20 images, selected from the dataset.

Fig. 6. PSNR based evaluation with equal size sensitive contents and varying image dimensions.
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Table 4
Subjective evaluation based on MOS score.

Image name LSB method LSBM LSBMR SCC SHSI MLSB-HSI Proposed method

Lena 3.6 3.4 3.7 3.5 3.9 4.3 4.4
Baboon 3.7 3.5 3.8 3.6 3.6 4.0 4.5
Airplane 4.0 3.9 3.7 3.7 4.0 4.3 4.6
Home 3.6 3.4 3.7 3.5 3.8 4.0 4.2
Couple 4.1 3.5 3.4 3.3 4.1 4.2 4.3
Barbara 3.5 3.6 3.5 3.2 3.7 3.7 3.9
Peppers 3.3 3.4 3.6 3.4 3.6 3.6 4.1
Trees 3.1 3.1 3.2 3.2 3.4 3.8 4
Army 3.9 3.5 3.6 3.5 3.7 3.9 4.2
Scene 3.7 3.3 3.5 3.4 3.8 4.2 4.5
Average of 10 images 3.65 3.46 3.57 3.43 3.76 4.0 4.27

3.2. Subjective evaluation

In this sub-section, our proposed system is compared with
six other state-of-the-art methods using subjective evaluation,
which is one of the primarily required approach for stego quality
assessment. Mean opinion score (MOS) was used as subjective
evaluation metric in this strategy as used by [43,47] for quality
assessment. To collect the MOS scores, a total of 10 persons
were requested for rating stego image quality, produced by our
method and other techniques. The range for rating was kept
0 (poor quality)–5 (high quality). The quality evaluators team
consists of five male and five female students (Ph.D. and Post-
doc fellows), who are working in different laboratories of digital
contents in the vicinity of our laboratory and university. The
students were trained for one hour about the domain knowledge
of security and strategy of quality assessment. The students were
then given ten standard cover images from the dataset and their
corresponding stego images produced by our proposed scheme
and other methods. The averaged rated MOS scores given by ten
students are tabulated in Table 4. The last line of Table 4 shows the
average MOS score computed over 10 standard test images. The
collected results indicate that the our scheme achieves the highest
MOS score by the expert image quality evaluators compared to
other schemes. This minimizes the detectability chances of HVS,
leading to better preservation of embedded data against attackers,
hence making the proposed framework more feasible for security
of visual contents in OSNs.

3.3. Security analysis

Analyzing the security level and sturdiness of a newly
developed steganographic method is one of the major concerns
in this area. Therefore, we evaluate the security strength of our
scheme in terms of time complexity based on Kirchhoff’s principle
[48]. According to this principle, an attacker knows about the data
hiding algorithm and the security of the system lies in secret key
[19]. This assumption makes secret key selection more crucial for
the security of a communication system. Considering this concern,
we incorporated three different secret keys in our proposed
framework for sensitive contents encryption, data hiding, and
image scrambling. Each key is 64 bit long, the combination of
which results in a master key of 192 bits, making the key space
long enough to resilient against brute-force attack. The detailed
illustration for calculating the time required for breaking the secret
key only is given below:
Master key length = 192 bits
Total number of possible keys = 2192

Suppose the attacker generates 109 keys in one second, the
required amount of time is calculated as follows:

Years required for secret key breakage =
2192

109
× 365 × 86400

= 1.9905 × 1041

Number of years in average = 9.9523 × 1040.

It can be confirmed from the above analysis that the proposed
system provides sufficient security to be resilient against a
brute-force attack without using any complex algorithms, hence
increasing its suitability for various potential security applications.

4. Application of the proposed framework for security of visual
contents in online social networks

In this section, we illustrate one of the potential applications
of our proposed framework in addressing the security of visual
contents in online social networks. Due to advancement in
modern technology and smartphones, online social networks
such as Facebook, Twitter, and Myspace are widely used by
individuals of almost all ages for sharing of images as well as
messages, concerning their life-moments and events. Currently,
there are no strict restrictions on these socialwebsites by copyright
organizations, resulting in security risks and authenticity of visual
contents being uploaded to these OSNs [49–51]. For example,
the private and semantically relevant images uploaded by any
individual on his timeline for some special purpose can be
easily modified by adversaries, leading to privacy leakage of
the concerned user. Therefore, addressing the privacy issues in
OSNs remains a big challenge. In this context, the cryptographic
techniques [52] can be applied but such schemes transforms the
appearance of visual contents into scrambled form. This makes
the visual contents suspicious enough to attract the attackers’
attention, leading to modification or decryption of visual contents,
hence compromising the privacy of OSN users. To tackle this
problem, the proposed steganography-assisted framework can be
used, which seems the best choice for visual contents’ authenticity
in OSNs. In the proposed model, the login information of actual
owner, date, and time, and other secret parameters can be
embedded as a secret message inside the uploaded picture. A
sample scenario of the proposed suggested application for privacy
preservation in OSNs is shown in Fig. 7.

In this scenario, the visual contents on a given timeline
in OSN can be checked for authenticity by extracting the
embedded information. If the extracted information is same as
embedded information, then the corresponding visual contents
are not modified by attackers, otherwise modified. The suggested
application has numerous advantages to OSNs such as (1) privacy
preservation of users, (2) visual contents authenticity, (3) secure
chat messaging along with sharing of important life moments
between friends and family members, and (4) top-secret research
discussion on sensitive topics.

5. Conclusion and future work

In this paper, the problem of secure sensitive contents
transmission using uncorrelated color space based steganography
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Fig. 7. Authenticity of visual contents on OSNs using the proposed method.

has been addressed. The idea of UCS has been inspired from its
characteristics of efficiency in processing, de-correlation, better
stego-image quality, and suitability for steganography as verified
by various experiments. Most of the existing methods have used
correlated color space such as RGB in which minor modification
to one channel affects the image quality, producing low-quality
stego-images and thereby decreasing their suitability for data
hiding algorithms. Therefore, in this paper we surmount this
problem by using an imperceptible adaptive LSB substitution
framework based on UCS. We also introduce an image scrambler
for the preservation of image contents and an encryption algorithm
(IMMEA) for the encoding of sensitive contents prior to data
hiding. Furthermore, the incorporation of the secret key-directed
block magic LSB method adaptively embeds secret data inside the
scrambled image, resulting in better security and visual quality.
Finally, an application of the proposed framework is suggested in
addressing the security of visual contents in OSNs. We conclude
that HSV is the best choice for steganography compared to RGB,
HSI, Lab, andYCbCr colormodels and its suggested applicationwith
image steganography technology can help OSNs in ensuring the
privacy of users and authenticity of visual contents.

Despite of the better performance of our method compared to
other techniques, there is a limitation of resiliency against different
attacks such as compression, cropping, and noising. Our proposed
method as well as all other steganographic methods of spatial
domain face this problem. In the future, we intend to work on the
practical implementation of the suggested application in real OSNs
in combination with image hashing technology. We also plan to
explore different image analysis [53] and segmentation methods
[54] combined with visual attention modeling and sparse coding
for further improvement in terms of payload as well as secure
personalized retrieval [55] for different applications [56]. Another
possible direction is to combine the proposed scheme with sleep
stage classification methods [57] for secure sleep monitoring in
sensitive departments such as intelligence and atomic plants.
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